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This book reveals the way the author became a Bitcoin Millionaire, and ways to become one
too.s success.The book can be an engaging and entertaining look into how Bitcoin has

resulted in an unlikely crop of early investors obtaining generational wealth.This book will
primarily appeal to people who are interested in Bitcoin and buying other cryptocurrencies,

but primarily those readers just getting started. An integral goal is to charm to existing
investors, specifically people that have experience in traditional markets (gold, forex, options

and futures). Also general readers may find the publication interesting since it tells an
engaging and interesting story about Bitcoin’ He tells an interesting tale, but also provides

those new to the space with some insights to greatly help them learn from his mistakes. The
writer can be an early adopter and provides achieved an even of success in the field that is

appealing to fresh entrants. The reserve shows why traditional investment professionals may
find a thrilling opportunity in Bitcoin.s quick rise and how it facilitated the author’ It tells a tale
about his rollercoaster ride with Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies to help others who are closer to

the start of their investing journey.
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